Big Mouth
Factual, Animal, 2013, 1 x 50 min, English Dubbed

A friendship springs up between a whale shark and a diver in
a little fishing village in the Philippines.
With the appearance of whale sharks the village became a
popular tourist spot. It has brought lots of changes to the
village, the people and the whale sharks. Is it possible for the
diver and the whale shark to maintain their friendship? The
story about human and whale shark in view of their friendship.
UUlim[:resonance]
Culture, 2012, 4 x 30min
Everyone's invited for the world of fascinating music
performance from Asia
Introduction Human, Nature and Art of Universe…
“UUlim[:resonance]” is a heartbeat in a flutter. This premium
music concert performed by Korean intangible cultural heritage
gives you touching experience of genuine traditional art with
brand new perspectives. This UNESCO designated art
performance invites you the ultimate world of fascinating
musical performance along with serenity and resonance in mind.

Life Master
Entertainment, 2012, 4 x 22 min

One day, ordinary people become Master of Life!
Be prepared for the unbelievable masters hidden behind of your
life.Introduction One day, ordinary people become Master of Life!
This show explicit amazing discoveries in every corners of everyday
life. Be prepared for the unbelievable masters hidden behind of
your life. Hand-noodle maker, car parking master, ice sculptors and
more! The crafted skills of the masters are enhanced in 3D and will
give you stunning and amazing experience with their performances
and unbelievable stories.
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Korea Pottery
Culture, 2011, 1 x 30 min

I regret that I didn’t collect Korean Pottery, magnificent
treasure in the world.

- Peter Drucker

“Beauty of Korean Pottery”, “History of Korean Pottery”, “Secrets
of Korean Pottery”, “Making process of Korean Pottery”, “Unique
point of Korean Pottery”
This program shows us everything about Korean Pottery. And
You can watch and feel very vivid Korean Pottery through the
3D!

Dance of Korea
Culture, 2011, 1 x 47 min

This program introduces the most beautiful dances of Korea by
the authoritative dancers. The six famous dancers who represent
Korea, perform traditional dances. Despite of many beauties in
it, Korean traditional dance has been alienated due to the wave
of pop culture. By this program, you recognize the hidden
beauties and attractions of Korean traditional dance.

Color of Five Directions in Korea
Culture, In Production, 1 x 30 min (3 x 10 min)

This program shows 5 aspects of Korean attractions, following 5
traditional colors of Korea. The 5 attractions will let you find the
wisdom of Korean people, well-melted within Korean food,
clothing, and shelter.
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